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Abstract—One of the most severe impairments that affect co-
herent optical systems employing high-order modulation formats
is phase noise due to transmit and receive lasers. This is especially
detrimental in uncompensated links, where an ideal compensator
for channel distortions and laser phase noise should first eliminate
receive phase noise, then equalize channel distortions, and only
later compensate for transmit phase noise. Unfortunately, the si-
multaneous presence of transmit and receive phase noise makes
very difficult to discriminate between them, even in the presence of
a pilot tone. Moreover, the picture is different for optical systems
using single-carrier or orthogonal frequency divisionmultiplexing,
where transmit and receive phase noise components may have a
different impact. All these aspects are analyzed and discussed in
this paper. A novel digital coherence enhancement (DCE) tech-
nique, able to significantly reduce the phase noise of transmit or
receive lasers by using an interferometric device plus a very simple
electronic processing, is also described. The performance of this
technique and the statistical properties of the residual phase noise
are analytically derived and verified by simulations, showing a high
increase of the maximum bit-rate-distance product. The practical
implementation of DCE is finally discussed and some alternative
implementation schemes are presented.

Index Terms—Coherent detection, group velocity dispersion
(GVD), optical communication, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), phase noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years, coherent optical systems have come back
into interest for the upgrade of transmission links towards

100 Gb/s [2]. Through a coherent front end, high-order phase
and phase-amplitude modulation formats can be exploited to
carry more information per symbol period, and advanced signal
processing can be also envisaged at the receive end, thus en-
abling the transmission of extremely-high bit rates [3], [4].
As the target of 100 Gb/s seems to be reached and demon-

strated, research activity is now focusing on the next advance-
ment, 400 Gb/s or even 1 Tb/s. In the light of such an upgrade,
other transmission techniques, alternative to standard single-
carrier (SC) schemes, have been proposed, since they seem-
ingly allow to more easily scale to higher bit rates, such as or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [5], whose
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success and popularity in wireless communications several au-
thors push to repeat in optical communications [6]–[8]. Besides
more general considerations about the debate between SC and
OFDM (see [9]), one of the most severe impairment that affects
coherent systems employing high-order modulation formats is
the presence of phase noise (PN) [10], [11], introduced by both
transmit and receive lasers—the former also present in wide-
spread intensity-modulation direct-detection systems, the latter
peculiar to coherent systems.
Lasers PN, commonly modeled as a Wiener process [12], is

due to the instabilities of optical light sources, whose linewidth
can vary from a few hundreds kHz to a few MHz, and can pre-
vent correct detection of transmitted data. Several works have
addressed the sensitivity to PN of SC coherent systems with in-
line dispersion compensation and discussed some countermea-
sures to reduce its detrimental effects [4], [13]–[15] (see also
[16]–[18] and references therein for the effects and countermea-
sures on wireless systems). In OFDM systems, the effect of PN
is even more severe [9] and represents a major comparison as-
pect between OFDM and SC.
Nowadays, the effect of PN is increased by the trend to design

uncompensated long-haul optical links, as these links would
benefit from milder nonlinear effects [19]. As an example,
considering an SC transmission scheme in the presence of a
highly dispersive channel, the complex digital equalizer that
compensates for the group velocity dispersion (GVD) of thou-
sands kilometers of fiber reverses the effect that the dispersive
channel has on transmit PN, whereas receive PN, which only
sees the equalizer, induces a detrimental residual intersymbol
interference (ISI) (see [20] and references therein). Similar con-
siderations hold for OFDM, as discussed later. As we will show,
the transmission, along with the information-bearing signal, of
an unmodulated carrier (pilot tone) used to estimate PN, does not
solve theproblembut simplymove it fromreceive to transmitPN.
In this paper, we discuss all these aspects and extend the anal-

ysis of the digital coherence enhancement (DCE) technique, re-
cently proposed in [1], able to significantly reduce transmit or
receive PN by using an interferometric device plus very simple
electronic processing. The statistical properties of the residual
PN after DCE are derived and used to obtain a simple criterion
for the estimation and optimization of the achievable perfor-
mance. Practical aspects are also discussed and some alternative
implementation schemes are presented. Finally, the DCE effec-
tiveness for SC and OFDM systems on different links is tested
and compared to that of other existing techniques through nu-
merical simulations, showing that DCE is able to remarkably
loosen the constraints on the adopted lasers in dispersion-un-
compensated systems. The paper is organized as follows. After
the description of the adopted system model in Section II,
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Fig. 1. System scheme.

Section III summarizes and discusses the techniques, available
in the literature, considered in this paper for combating PN.
Section IV introduces and analyzes the DCE technique, whose
practical implementation in SC and OFDM systems is discussed
in Section V. Simulation results are shown in Section VI and,
finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider long-haul optical transmissions using polariza-
tion multiplexing, where two independent data streams, prop-
erly differentially encoded when necessary, either undergo di-
rect linear modulation, in an SC transmission scheme, or are
first processed by an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) al-
gorithm and then, after the insertion of the cyclic prefix (CP),
are properly modulated onto the optical carrier, in an OFDM
system. A schematic block diagram of the system is reported in
Fig. 1. The optional differential phase noise estimation (DPNE)
blocks are required for the implementation of the DCE tech-
nique and will be introduced in Section IV. As in [9], in the nu-
merical results we will consider classical differentially encoded
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signals. The modulated
signal is then launched on two orthogonal states of polariza-
tion (SOPs) of a single mode fiber (SMF). We will denote by

the vector collecting the transmitted samples
on these two orthogonal SOPs at symbol time .1 These sam-
ples are the differentially encoded symbols in the SC case, or
the samples after IFFT and CP insertion in the OFDM case.
We consider the receiver as composed of an analog opto-elec-

tronic (O/E) front end, devoted to signal demodulation and con-
version from the optical to the electrical domain, and a digital
part devoted to electronic processing. After a preliminary op-
tical filtering, two orthogonal SOPs are split through a polariza-
tion beam slitter (PBS). They are then separately combined with
the optical field of a local oscillator (LO) laser in a 2 4 90 hy-
brid [21] and detected with two balanced photodetectors. In this
way, the two received signals, one for each SOP, are converted
in the electrical domain, in practice performing a frequency
conversion. We will collect the two received signals and

in the electrical domain in a vector .
The optical channel can be described as a multiple-input mul-
tiple-output (MIMO) channel which, in the linear regime, i.e., in
the presence of GVD and polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
and absence of nonlinear propagation effects, is described in the
frequency domain by a 2 2 Jones matrix. We will denote by

1In the following denote transpose, the 2 2 identity matrix, and
denotes convolution.

Fig. 2. Low-pass equivalent model of the system.

the inverse Fourier transform of this Jones matrix. Ac-
cording to the low-pass equivalent model of Fig. 2, in the ab-
sence of the optional DPNE blocks, the received vector is

(1)

where is the symbol interval, being
the transmitted pulse, and are the transmit
and receive PN, respectively, and is a
vector collecting two independent complex noise components,
representing the lowpass equivalent of the filtered amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise components, assumed dom-
inant over thermal and shot noise, on two orthogonal SOPs.
Transmit and receive PN stochastic processes are modeled
according to the Wiener model with full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) linewidths and , respectively. Since in this
paper we will focus on the effect of PN, in (1) we implicitly
assumed that a perfect frequency estimation and compensation
has been performed, for instance through the use of the auto-
matic frequency control loop described in [4].
A discrete-time sufficient statistics is then obtained through

oversampling in the SC case [4], whereas one sample per
symbol interval is sufficient in the OFDM scheme since, in this
case, oversampling is accounted for through the use of virtual
subcarriers. Denoting by the sampling interval ( in
OFDM), we define . In the considered SC system,
dispersion compensation is performed by a two-dimensional
fractionally-spaced linear equalizer which, if properly de-
signed, can perfectly remove the ISI due to GVD and PMD [4].
This two-dimensional equalizer can be suitably implemented
in the frequency domain for complexity-saving purposes [9].
The adoption of the asynchronous strategies for detection and
for the adjustment of the equalizer taps described in [4] allows
to remarkably increase the robustness to PN. Instead, in the
OFDM scheme, blocks of signal samples undergo FFT, are then
processed with a one-tap equalizer and, finally, detection of
the transmitted sequences takes place. Details on one possible
OFDM receiver architecture with the relevant algorithms can
be found in [9].

III. PN ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION

Possible countermeasures to mitigate PN effects and the
relative robustness of SC and OFDM systems have been deeply
investigated in the wireless and optical literature of the last
decades (see [16]–[18], [22] and references therein). We will
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consider here the following PN compensation techniques which
are relevant in high-speed optical links.
For OFDM systems, we will consider the pilot-tone-based

compensation method described in [23]. Some data subcarriers
are sacrificed to transmit an unmodulated pilot tone (PT) that,
properly filtered, provides the required reference for phase es-
timation and compensation before FFT at the receiver. In this
case, the power allocated to the unmodulated subcarrier must
be optimized. In fact, the higher its power, the more reliable the
carrier estimate, but also the higher the energy not associated to
data (and hence wasted)
The PT-based compensation could, in principle, be employed

also in SC schemes. Indeed, through proper line coding, the
power spectral density (PSD) of the transmitted signal can be
shaped to have a null where an unmodulated carrier can be
placed. As an example, adopting duobinary encoding (properly
extended to complex symbol constellations) the lowpass equiv-
alent of the transmitted signal will have a null at the frequency

. This kind of line coding will imply a performance loss
of a few tenth of dB if a proper Viterbi decoder, with 4 states
in the case of QPSK, is employed [24]. As we will see, this
technique is either not necessary or useless. On the contrary, a
technique very useful to increase the receiver robustness is the
asynchronous detection algorithm described in [4].

A. Dispersion-Compensated Links

In the presence of a very limited chromatic dispersion, as in
links with inline dispersion compensation, the memory length

of the channel in Fig. 2 is short compared to the time
scales on which phase variations due to receive PN take place,
i.e., . Therefore, the operations of phase noise
multiplication and channel convolution in (1) commute and the
received signal can be approximated as

(2)

meaning that things go as if the transmitted signal is first cor-
rupted by an equivalent PN, given by the sum of transmit and
receive PN, and then is convolved with the channel matrix
which, in the presence of GVD and PMD, is unitary. In this case,
thanks to the mentioned asynchronous strategies for detection
and for the adjustment of the equalizer taps described in [4], the
described SC scheme can achieve perfect channel equalization
and exhibits a very good robustness to PN. The impact of PN
depends on the modulation format, signal-to-noise ratio, and on
the product , and is therefore inversely propor-
tional to the symbol rate . Provided that short OFDM
symbols are employed, also the OFDM system exhibits a lim-
ited performance degradation for laser linewidths of practical
interest [9]. When larger OFDM symbols are employed, a pos-
sible solution to improve the robustness against PN is the use of
the described PT-based compensation method.

B. Dispersion-Uncompensated Links

Neglecting polarization effects not relevant to the present
discussion, in optical systems without inline compensation the
channel transfer matrix may be written as

(3)

being the dispersion parameter and the fiber length. In this
case, the channel memory, approximately equal to the differen-
tial group delay at the extremes of the Nyquist band2

(4)

increases with the bit-rate-distance product and can be very long
(up to hundreds of symbols) for systems of practical interest.
In particular, if the condition does not hold,
phase noise multiplication and channel matrix convolution in
(1) do not commute and (2) does not hold. Therefore, in SC sys-
tems, should be separately compensated before channel
equalization. Otherwise, after channel equalization, a residual
ISI induced by the fluctuations of the signal phase over channel
memory due to receive PN is present [26], [27]. In order to
find a simple measure of this effect, we define the average vari-
ance of the fluctuations of the signal phase inside a time interval

around a generic time with respect to its center value

(5)

and assume that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty is
simply and monotonically related to it. Indeed, the analysis re-
ported in the Appendix and numerical simulations in Section VI
show that the SNR penalty is well approximated by

(6)

where and are the required SNRs for a given bit-error rate
(BER) in the presence and absence of phase noise, respectively.
After a few calculations, reported in the Appendix, the value
of (5) in the absence of any countermeasure can be simply re-
lated to the laser linewidth, residual dispersion and symbol rate
through

(7)

In contrast to the case of compensated links, the impact of re-
ceive PN is directly proportional to the symbol rate. It is worth
noting that (7) equals the variance of the equalization-enhanced
phase noise defined in [26] for a QPSK system whose pulses
are rectangularly shaped in frequency with bandwidth .
As regards transmit PN, its presence is not directly responsible
for a significant performance degradation in dispersion-uncom-
pensated SC systems. Indeed, if we were able to estimate and
compensate receive PN before channel equalization by means
of some non-data-aided method—e.g., the described PT-based

2As explained in [25], a dispersive fiber turns an input pulse
into the shape of its Fourier transform , such that

. Hence, if for the output pulse
approximately vanishes for .
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compensation—the equalizer would reverse the ISI due to the
combined effect of transmit PN and channel filtering and the
asynchronous detection algorithm would complete the work,
compensating transmit PN after equalization, with a final impact
comparable to the case of compensated links (proportional to

and negligible for systems of practical interest). Unfor-
tunately, it is the presence of transmit PN that makes the PT so-
lution unfeasible. In fact, let us suppose that we transmit, along
with the useful signal, a PT. The received signal becomes

(8)

where parameter takes into account the power allocation be-
tween the useful signal and the unmodulated carrier, frequency
the position of the PT, and unit vector its SOP. Considering

the fiber transfer matrix in (3), we note that, while the useful
signal (first term), with a bandwidth of about , is strongly af-
fected by GVD and sees a channel with memory , the PT
(second term), due to its much narrower bandwidth , is not
affected by GVD (i.e., ) and its propagation
can be accurately approximated by taking a first-order Taylor
expansion of (3) around frequency , obtaining

(9)

where and . In practice, things
go as if the PT propagates through a memoryless channel with
group delay and phase shift , while the useful signal prop-
agates through a dispersive channel with memory . This fact
has two significant consequences. Firstly, since there is no way
to distinguish between transmit and receive PN by observing
the PT, cannot be separately estimated and compensated
before equalization. Secondly, since at time the PT is affected
by and while the useful signal is affected
by and by the values that transmit PN assumes in a
time interval around , the higher the channel dispersion,
the lower the correlation between the phase of the PT and the
PN affecting the useful signal. Therefore, if we use the phase
extracted from the PT to compensate for PN before equaliza-
tion, we do not get any benefit. In fact, neglecting the irrelevant
constant phase shift and approximating the phase extracted
by an (ideal) PN estimation algorithm working on the PT as

, the first term perfectly compensates for re-
ceive PN, while the second term, being practically uncorrelated
with the PN affecting the information-bearing component of the
received signal, introduces an additional PN and causes ISI after
equalization. In this case, the average variance of residual phase

noise over channel memory is still given by (7), with re-
placing . Therefore, when transmit and receive lasers have
the same linewidth, the impact of the new PN term
introduced by the PT compensation method is as detrimental
as the compensated PN term , making the PT method
useless.
The picture is even worse in OFDM systems, which are

strongly affected by both transmit and receive PN, whose
variations over a time equal to the FFT block length—that
should be significantly higher than to keep the spectral
and energy loss due to CP negligible [9]—cause the onset of
ICI after the FFT block at the receiver. Also in this case, the
PT compensation method does not bring any benefit since, as
demonstrated, it is not able to distinguish between transmit and
receive PN. In addition, even if we were able to distinguish
them and remove receive PN before the FFT block, perfor-
mance would be still affected by transmit PN. Such a different
behavior of SC and OFDM systems with respect to transmit PN
will also reflect on the implementation of the PN compensation
technique described in the next section.

IV. DIGITAL COHERENCE ENHANCEMENT:
OPERATION PRINCIPLE

In this section, we describe the digital coherence enhance-
ment (DCE) technique for the compensation of receive PN. The
application of DCE for transmit PN cancellation will be dis-
cussed in the next section. The basic idea is that of measuring
the random phase fluctuations of the laser before it is combined
with the received signal by means of the differential phase noise
estimator (DPNE) block reported in Fig. 3. The DPNE exploits
an optical hybrid plus a simple electronic processing to measure
the phase variations of the LO on a given time and, in this re-
spect, can be regarded as a differential detector applied to the
LO. The measured variations are then digitally removed from
the received samples , such that the receiver works as if a LO
with a higher coherence were used. Neglecting the amplitude
noise, the optical carrier generated by the LO laser is

(10)

where is its power, its frequency, and the phase
noise. The optical carrier is split by a beam splitter in two com-
ponents. The first one, with power , is combinedwith
the received optical signal in the opto-electronic front end to get
the electrical signal . The second one, with power , is
sent to a sort of differential detector, made of a beam splitter,
an optical delay , a 90 optical hybrid, and two balanced pho-
todetectors, measuring its phase variations over a time . As
shown in the Appendix, the normalized complex output signal

can be written as

(11)

where is an unknown slowly-varying phase
shift that depends on the local oscillator frequency and on the
phase shift between the delayed and undelayed optical carrier
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at the input of the optical hybrid, and is a circularly sym-
metric zero-mean white (over the detector bandwidth) Gaussian
noise with PSD3

(12)

where is the Boltzmann constant, the temperature,
the load resistance of the photodetectors, its responsivity,
the noise figure of an optional electrical amplifier, and the
resulting noise equivalent power of the photodetectors, whose
typical values are in the range of pW/ [28]. Given

in (11) and an arbitrary initial time , an unbiased estimate
of the laser phase noise can be obtained as

(13)

where is an unbiased estimate of obtained from a sufficiently
long time-average of . Indeed, as shown in the Appendix,
the estimate in (13) can be rewritten as

(14)

where is a constant phase error, therefore irrelevant, equal to
the average phase in the initial time interval is
a Wiener process, statistically equivalent to the phase noise that
would be generated by a LO with linewidth ,
due to the cumulated photodetection noise; is a stationary
zero-mean Gaussian process with variance , and
is the phase error due to measuring the average phase in the in-
terval in place of the instantaneous phase

. By using the estimate in (13) to remove the phase noise
of the local oscillator from the detected signal in (1), we even-
tually get a signal that—apart from a
constant phase rotation that is irrelevant both in SC systems,
due to the presence of the asynchronous detection strategy, and
in OFDM systems, due to the channel estimator—is corrupted
by a residual phase noise . In partic-
ular, changing the delay has an opposite effect on and

—the former increases with , since phase variations on
time scales shorter than are not compensated by DCE; the
latter decreases with , since photodetection noise is accumu-
lated faster and on a larger bandwidth. Its optimal choice is a
trade off to minimize the total residual phase noise after
DCE. The impact of on system performance depends on
several factors, such as the adopted modulation format and de-
tection strategy. In general, slow (with respect to the equalizer
memory or OFDM symbol) phase fluctuations of the received
signal pass unchanged through the equalizer or FFT op-
eration and do not affect the performance when a proper asyn-
chronous detection strategy or channel estimator are present. On
the other hand, fast fluctuations cause ISI and ICI in SC and
OFDM systems, respectively. Therefore, in order to derive a
simple but general rule to estimate the performance of the DCE
technique and optimize the delay , we assume that system per-
formance can be still characterized by the average variance of

3Optical components inside the DPNE may introduce additional insertion
losses that are accounted for by decreasing the value of .

the fluctuations of the signal phase over channel memory de-
fined in (5). After some calculations, reported in the Appendix,
we obtain

(15)

The first term of (15) accounts for , i.e., for the error gen-
erated by phase variations that are faster than , and is pro-
portional to laser linewidth and measuring time . The
second term accounts for , that is the error generated by
the cumulated photodetection noise in the interval , and is
proportional to the number of “independent measures” during
time , i.e., the ratio , and inversely proportional to the
signal-to-noise ratio of the signal in (11) on a bandwidth

, i.e., the ratio . From (15), the optimum delay is

(16)

with a minimum average variance

(17)

Fig. 4 reports the required receive-laser linewidth as a func-
tion of channel memory in the absence of DCE—obtained
from (7)—or in the presence of DCE—obtained from (17) for
different values of electronics noise PSD —to have

, which, as obtained from (6) and confirmed by numer-
ical simulations in Section VI, guarantees a penalty due to re-
ceive PN lower than 0.5 dB at for both SC and
OFDM systems deploying a QPSK modulation format. For a
typical photodetector value of 10 pW/ , the reported
values of correspond to an available optical power
at the input of the DPNE of , and dBm, re-
spectively. For DCE curves, the corresponding value of
which, as shown in the Appendix, is also an indication of the
required bandwidth and sampling rate for the DPNE block, is
reported on the right axis. For each value of , the upper
axis below the graph shows the corresponding distance-bit-rate
product on a standard single-mode fiber (

km) for an SC system deploying polarization multi-
plexing and DQPSK format. It is worth reminding that, while in
SC systems channel memory is set by chromatic dispersion
according to (4), in OFDM systems it is approximately equal to
the FFT block length, that should be significantly higher than

to keep the spectral and energy loss due to CP negligible.
For instance, in the numerical simulations shown in Section VI,
the FFT block length is taken approximately 20 times longer
than to keep spectral and energy loss below 5%. Therefore,
the corresponding bit-rate-distance product should be divided
by 20 with respect to SC, as reported in the lower axis. Without
DCE, common DFB lasers with a-few-MHz linewidth can be
deployed only for moderate amounts of channel memory, e.g.,
SC systems up to Gb/s, km or OFDM
systems up to Gb/s, km. Since the required
linewidth from (7) scales linearly with the inverse of , ex-
ternal cavity lasers with a-few-hundreds-kHz linewidth can be
adopted to increase the bit-rate-distance product up to one order
of magnitude, while higher products would require even better
lasers. On the other hand, with DCE, the required linewidth from
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Fig. 3. Scheme for the implementation of receive DCE.

Fig. 4. Required laser linewidth (left axis) and corresponding DPNE
bandwidth (right axis, only for DCE) as a function of channel memory

(and corresponding bit-rate-distance product on the lower axes) to have an
average PN variance (i.e., dB penalty for a QPSK system
at ) without DCE (uncompensated) or with DCE and different
values of the normalized noise PSD .

(17) is much higher and scales only with the square root of the
inverse of . Therefore, typical DFB lasers can be deployed
even for an extremely long channel memory (e.g., OFDM with

Tb/s, km), practically solving the problem
of PN for any uncompensated system. We also note that, with
DFB lasers, the required DPNE bandwidth is below 1 GHz, i.e.,
much narrower than receiver bandwidth, making the expected
cost of the DPNE optoelectronic components small with respect
to receiver. Although a much wider linewidth could be tolerated
in principle, in this case the effect of transmit PN (not included
in Fig. 4) would become significant and, in addition, the band-
width and cost of DPNE would increase.

V. DIGITAL COHERENCE ENHANCEMENT:
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this Section we discuss the implementation of DCE in SC
and OFDM systems, addressing the problem of both receive and
transmit laser phase noise cancellation and considering some
simplified schemes for the DPNE. Finally, we propose a dif-
ferent phase noise compensation strategy, based on the insertion
of a couple of PTs, and show that, on dispersion-uncompensated
links, this technique is practically equivalent to the DCE tech-
nique described in the previous section.

A. DPNE Implementation

The implementation of the DPNE block reported in Fig. 3,
whose experimental demonstration we have recently reported

in [29], makes use of a BS, an optical delay, a 90 optical hy-
brid, and a couple of balanced photodetectors to measure the
LO phase variations over a given time . Some simplified im-
plementations are also possible. For instance, the couple of bal-
anced photodetectors can be replaced by two single photode-
tectors. In this case, after removing an irrelevant constant term,
the normalized complex signal is still given by (11) and
all the results obtained in the previous section still hold, pro-
vided that the optical power in (12) is divided by two. An even
simpler scheme is obtained by replacing the BS, the optical hy-
brid, and the couple of balanced photodetectors with an optical
band-pass filter, slightly detuned with respect to the LO carrier
frequency, and a photodiode. Assuming that the transfer func-
tion of the filter is approximately linear around the carrier fre-
quency, , the photodetected
signal is

(18)

with . Equation (18) shows that the de-
tected signal depends quadratically on the time derivative
of the LO phase , which can be therefore still estimated by
(13), with but replacing with , where
the constant is obtained from a long time average of .
Also in this case, the choice of is the result of a trade off in-
tended to minimize the estimate error. Indeed, cumulated pho-
todetection noise generates a Wiener-like noise, that increases
when decreasing . At the same time, the linearity of can
be guaranteed only on a limited frequency range around ,
which cannot exceed the interval ,
meaning that phase variations on time scales shorter than are
not correctly estimated (are filtered out by the filter). Although
the accuracy of the phase estimate provided by this scheme is,
at least theoretically, similar to that obtained with the DPNE of
Fig. 3, the actual performance depends significantly on the exact
shape of the filter and is sensitive to deviations of the LO carrier
frequency from .
In a practical implementation of DPNE, the signal in (11)

or (18) is sampled (and quantized) before being processed, and
the phase estimator in (13) is replaced by the digital estimator

(19)

where and is the average value of over
a large number of samples. The compensated samples are
eventually obtained as . Provided that pho-
todetector bandwidth and sampling rate in the DPNE are large
enough to obtain a set of sufficient statistics of (11), and that
quantization noise is negligible with respect to , the results
obtained so far for the analog estimator in (13) are valid also
for the digital one in (19). Indeed, as shown in the Appendix,
the information bearing component of the signal in (11) is
practically confined within a bandwidth . Therefore, a set of
sufficient statistics is obtained by using photodetectors with a
bandwidth and sampling at rate , while phase
estimates at rate can be obtained through interpolation.
Hence, all the required DPNE components (photodetectors,
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ADCs, digital processors) can operate at a significantly lower
speed than that required for the opto-electronic front-end and
digital processing in the receiver, as indicated in Fig. 4.
In dispersion-uncompensated SC systems, the described DCE

technique can be deployed at the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3,
to estimate and remove receive PN before the equalizer, while
transmit PN is handled by the asynchronous detection strategy
after the equalizer. Instead, in OFDM systems, deploying the
DCE technique at the receiver is not an effective solution since
it does not solve the problem of transmit PN. In fact, according
to (9), the phase extracted from the PT at the receiver can be
directly used to compensate for receive PN but not for transmit
PN. Therefore, two different solutions are available. The first
one is deploying DCE at the transmitter to cancel transmit PN
before propagation through the channel, while receive PN is es-
timated and compensated for at the receiver, before the FFT op-
eration, by using the estimate from the PT. The second one is
deploying DCE both at transmitter and receiver, as shown in
Fig. 1, thus increasing the hardware complexity but avoiding the
insertion of the PT. Transmit-end DCE is implemented by using
the same DPNE block of Fig. 3 to measure phase variations of
the transmit laser, and by applying the phase compensation term
(19) to the digital samples , after IFFT and CP insertion, right
before digital-to-analog conversion. Indeed, in OFDM systems,
as opposed to SC systems, the digital processing capabilities and
high-resolution digital-to-analog conversion required to imple-
ment the DCE technique at transmit end are already available.
Both in the receive or transmit implementation, either for SC

or OFDM systems, phase noise cancellation requires synchro-
nization between the received (or transmitted) signal and
the phase estimate , which, according to (13), is achieved
when integration is performed up to . It is easy to show
that a synchronization error would increase the average vari-
ance in (15) by and would be negligible provided that

. However, a fine tuning of the analog optical and elec-
trical delays is not required, since the final delay between sam-
ples and can be easily measured and compensated (within
one symbol time) by digitally delaying one of them.

B. DCE Based on Two Pilot Tones

The DCE implementation based on the DPNE block of Fig. 3
(or its simplified variants) requires some additional optoelec-
tronic components. Here, an alternative solution is presented,
based on the insertion of a couple of PTs, that can be used
to implement the DCE technique without additional optoelec-
tronic components. At transmit end, two PTs at frequencies
are inserted on the baseband signal. In OFDM systems, this is
easily accomplished by sacrificing some subcarriers, while in
SC systems—as for the single PT case—by creating spectral
nulls at the desired frequencies in the PSD of the transmitted
signal through proper line coding.4 According to the analysis
of Section III.B, the received signal can be expressed as in (9),
but for an additional PT at frequency , that propagates with
same phase shift and opposite group delay

4As an example, partial-response signaling [30], such as modified duobinary
encoding, can be adopted to create spectral nulls at desired frequencies and can
be decoded by a Viterbi decoder [31] with negligible performance loss and a
small increase in complexity.

Fig. 5. Required versus DPNE delay to obtain a BER of for
100 Gb/s SC or OFDM transmission and different laser linewidth .

with respect to the PT at frequency .
Therefore, the phases extracted from a couple of PLLs oper-
ating on the received signal and locked to the PTs at frequencies

can be approximated, respectively, as
, such that

(20)

(21)

give phase variations of the transmit and receive laser, respec-
tively, over a time . Finally, by using the es-
timator in (13) (or its digital equivalent in (19)) and replacing

with signals or , transmit and receive PN can be
separately estimated. In this case, the role played by the DPNE
delay is taken by the differential group delay , which can
be tuned by properly setting frequencies .

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Firstly, we verify by simulation the reliability of the perfor-
mance parameter defined in (5) and of the analysis of the DCE
technique given in Section IV. To this aim, we consider a 100
Gb/s transmission on an uncompensated link, characterized by
a dispersion of 20000 ps/nm (i.e., km of standard single-
mode fiber, ns for DP-QPSK), and ideally remove
transmit PN (i.e., we set ).
Denoting by the received signal energy per information

bit and the two-sided PSD of each polarization compo-
nent of the ASE noise low-pass equivalent, Fig. 5 shows the
value of required to obtain a BER of versus the
DPNE delay for an SC or OFDM system and a receive laser
linewidth of 5 or 15 MHz. The DPNE is implemented
with dBm and pW/ . The SC
transmitter has an electrical driver with bandwidth and
an optical filter with (equivalent low-pass) bandwidth .
The receive optical filter has bandwidth equal to , and
an electrical postdetection 5th-order Bessel filter of bandwidth

is also present.
In OFDM, the same filters are used, but the receive optical

filter has bandwidth since the signal spectrum is narrower
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Fig. 6. Required vs linewidth to obtain a BER of for 100 Gb/s
SC transmission, with or without DCE, on three different links.

and aliasing is to be avoided. All filters are -order Gaussian,
if not otherwise specified. The simulated OFDM system is char-
acterized by 3232 subcarriers, including 606 virtual subcarriers.
The CP has length 256. For the SC system, the length of the
two-dimensional adaptive equalizer is 15 taps (whose step size
is decreased to after convergence), whereas two fixed-tap
equalizers (one per polarization) of length 1600 compensate for
the chromatic dispersion. The asynchronous detection strategy
is characterized by a memory within 4–8 symbols (optimized
case by case, see [4]). These design parameters for SC and
OFDM are sufficient, in the absence of phase noise, to avoid
penalties with respect to the back-to-back case (a BER of
is reached with reference of 8 dB). Theoretical curves
are obtained from (6) and (15), replacing with the FFT
block length for OFDM.A good agreement between simulations
and theory confirms the reliability of the analysis presented in
Section IV, both in terms of system penalty and optimum delay.
The minimum penalty obtained for an optimum delay is
practically negligible (always below 0.3 dB) and should be com-
pared with the much higher values in the absence of DCE (1
dB and more than 5 dB for 5 MHz and 15 MHz SC, respec-
tively, whereas OFDM does not work). Penalty remains small
also for higher-than-optimum delays and, consequently, for
narrower-bandwidth DPNE. In a second simulation, we con-
sider a more realistic scenario and compare the performance
of SC and OFDM systems on various links deploying different
strategies against PN.
We consider three different links: link 1 characterized by 650

ps/nm of residual chromatic dispersion (CD), corresponding
to approximately 38 km of standard SMF; link 2 with 20000
ps/nm of CD (about 1200 km) as in Fig. 5; link 3 with 100000
ps/nm of CD (about 5800 km). We include also transmit PN and
assume that transmit and receive lasers have identical linewidth
(i.e., ). Fig. 6 shows the performance of an

SC system versus when employing only the asynchronous
detection strategy (NSD), an (ideal, see below) PT-based
technique (PT), or DCE plus asynchronous detection at the
receiver (DCE). A 15-tap two-dimensional adaptive equalizer
is used for all links, as the ISI due to CD is always compensated

Fig. 7. Required vs linewidth to obtain a BER of for 100 Gb/s
OFDM transmission, with or without DCE, on three different links.

for by two fixed-tap equalizers, one per received polarization,
placed before the two-dimensional one. The number of taps
of the fixed-tap equalizers is 50, 1600, 6000 for link 1, 2, 3,
respectively. When the PT-based technique is employed, both
for SC and OFDM systems, it is assumed that the phase of the
unmodulated carrier is ideally extracted. This is obtained in
simulation by transmitting the PT on an identical noise-free
parallel (and thus also not affected by the interference due to
the information-bearing signal) channel. On link 1, the channel
effect is negligible and penalty is small in all considered cases,
although lower with DCE, which practically cancels out receive
PN, and almost zero with PT which, being ideal, compensates
exactly for the sum of transmit and receive PN (though, when
the PT is not ideally extracted, a loss must be expected).
Despite this ideal estimation, as mentioned in Section III,
the PT technique becomes useless in the absence of inline
dispersion compensation (link 2 or 3), where penalty increases
significantly with , being similar for the PT compensation or
asynchronous detection. On the other hand, DCE exhibits the
same (small) penalty on link 1 and 2, mainly due to transmit PN,
and only slightly higher on link 3. Fig. 7 shows the performance
of an OFDM system versus when only the ideal PT-based
compensation is employed (PT), when PT and transmit-end
DCE (Tx-DCE & PT) are employed, or when transmit- and
receive-end DCE (Tx-Rx-DCE) are both employed, without
PT. The number of subcarriers, virtual subcarriers and the CP
length are, respectively, 128, 24, 16 for link 1; 3232, 606, 256
for link 2; 12928, 2420, 1024 for link 3. In the OFDM case,
as expected, the impact of PN is higher than for SC. Even
for a short channel memory (link 1), when PN is not affected
by channel dispersion, its variations on the FFT block length
are not negligible and a PT-based compensation is required to
avoid ICI. Similar performance on link 1 is obtained also by
employing Tx-DCE & PT or Tx-Rx-DCE. However, as in the
SC case, PT-based compensation fails when PN is affected by
channel dispersion (link 2 or 3), while both techniques based on
DCE feature a negligible penalty even for large linewidths (the
small advantage of Tx-DCE & PT being due to the deployment
of an ideal PT-based compensation)
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VII. CONCLUSION

The performance of SC and OFDM systems in the presence
of transmit and receive phase noise (PN) has been discussed.
Different compensation techniques have been considered in
both systems with and without inline dispersion compensation,
with particular emphasis on the latter. It was shown that SC
systems with asynchronous detection and OFDM with pilot
tone already provide good performance with available lasers
in dispersion-compensated links, whereas they are unable to
keep the penalty within an acceptable range in uncompensated
systems—the penalty increasing with the bit-rate-distance
product and laser linewidth. In particular, it was shown that
even an ideal pilot-tone-based compensation is useless in un-
compensated SC or OFDM systems because of its inability to
distinguish between transmit and receive PN, as required by the
presence of channel dispersion. A digital coherence enhance-
ment (DCE) technique was then described that, when employed
at transmit (Tx-DCE) or receive ends (Rx-DCE) by using a
proper hardware architecture and compensation algorithm,
is able to significantly reduce the amount of PN, loosening
the constraints on the corresponding laser. Both analogical
and digital DCE estimators were derived, and their statistical
properties and optimization demonstrated. A simplified DCE
implementation and an alternative equivalent technique that, by
using a double pilot tone, requires no opto-electronic devices
were also discussed. Three different configurations (namely,
SC with Rx-DCE and asynchronous detection, OFDM with
Tx-DCE and PT, and OFDM with Tx-DCE and Rx-DCE) have
been considered and tested by numerical simulations, showing
a remarkable PN penalty reduction on dispersion-uncompen-
sated systems with respect to SC or OFDM configurations
employing classical PN compensation techniques. As predicted
by theory and confirmed by numerical simulations, the effec-
tiveness of DCE increases at higher bit-rate-distance products,
whereas its complexity decreases. Therefore, we expect it to
be a cost-effective solution for increasing the bit-rate-distance
product of next-generation dispersion-uncompensated coherent
optical systems with respect to deploying lasers with narrower
linewidths.

APPENDIX

For the sake of simplicity, we consider only one polariza-
tion and a QPSK signal, normalized to have unit power, whose
pulses are rectangularly shaped in frequency with bandwidth

. After equalization, assuming that the equalizer is ideal
in the absence of PN—i.e., that , where
are the samples (at sampling frequency ) of the received
(noiseless) signal affected by GVD, the equalizer co-
efficients, and the independent transmitted symbols—the
received sample can be expressed as

(22)

where is the (residual, if DCE is present) receive PN,
are the normalized independent Gaussian noise samples due to
ASE with variance , and

(23)

is the additive noise due to interaction between receive PN and
equalization. It is easy to demonstrate that, despite the presence
of ISI induced by GVD, , where

is the Kronecker delta, such that is the sum of uncor-
related random variables, each with a random phase. Thus, for
large is well approximated by a zero-mean circularly sym-
metric Gaussian variable. Since, as shown later, is a
Gaussian variable with variance
and

(24)

An ideal dispersion equalizer is well approximated by co-
efficients, spanning over the whole channel memory , with
constant amplitude and quadratically varying phase. Thus

(25)

where the last approximation stems from (5) and holds for
small , while correlation (24) goes rapidly to zero as
increases. Thus, in (22) is affected by the amplifier noise, the
slowly varying receive PN, and an additional Gaussian noise,
approximately white and with variance (25). Thus, neglecting
the slowly varying PN, the BER is given by ,
which easily leads to the analytical approximation (6) for the
penalty and to a BER floor of for vanishingly small
amplifier noise, in good agreement with the analysis reported
in [32]. A slightly more accurate result could be obtained by
accounting also for the small correlation .
In the absence of DCE, the received signal is directly affected
by receive PN, , a Wiener process (i.e., a Gaussian
zero-mean process with variance linearly increasing
with time) that can be seen as stemming from a white Gaussian
frequency noise process with two-sided PSD
through

(26)

In this case, according to the definition in (5), its average vari-
ance over channel memory is

(27)

The analysis is slightly more involved in the presence of DCE.
Given the LO in (10), the optical signals at the four output ports
of the optical hybrid in Fig. 3 are

(28)
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where and is the unknown phase shift between
the delayed and undelayed optical carrier at the input of the op-
tical hybrid. Assuming that the detectors bandwidth is much
larger than the laser linewidth and thermal noise dominant
over shot noise, the photodetected signals are

(29)

(30)

where and are two independent zero-mean white
(over the detector bandwidth) Gaussian processes with two-
sided PSD , all the parameters being
defined in Section IV. By substituting (10) and (28) in (29) and
(30), we finally obtain the normalized complex signal in
(11). When , its PSD is easily evaluated as

(31)

with given in (12). Therefore, provided that photodetectors
bandwidth is larger than , filtering effects on the signal term
can be effectively neglected and the noise term can be con-
sidered white over the signal bandwidth. In this case, (11) can
be rewritten as

(32)

where is a r.v., with zero mean
and variance , that equals the variation of receive PN
on a time interval , and is statistically
equivalent to . Assuming a sufficiently high signal-to-noise
ratio, such that the following approximation holds

(33)

the phase of can be expressed as

(34)

with expected value . Thus, an accurate unbi-
ased estimate of the constant term can be obtained from a
sufficiently-long time average of . By substituting (34) in
(13) and assuming that , the phase estimate in (13) can be
eventually rewritten as

(35)

where

(36)

(37)

(38)

and is a stationary Gaussian process with PSD .
Since is the PN to be estimated and removed, while

, and are, respectively, a constant term and two in-
dependent processes, we can evaluate (5) by writing

(39)

By comparing (37) with (26), it is apparent that also is
a Wiener process, statistically equivalent to a PN generated by
a laser with linewidth . Therefore, the first
term of (39) is

(40)

As regards , it can be rewritten as

(41)

where is a zero-mean stationary
Gaussian process with

(42)

Therefore, we can evaluate

(43)

and write the second term of (39) as

(44)

Finally, by averaging the contribution of (40) and (44) for
and neglecting the correlation of

and in (44) (that vanishes for and is therefore
negligible, on average, for ) the average PN variance
defined in (5) is

(45)
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